First Quarter 2021

President’s Message
Happy New Year from all of us on the IFMA-Hampton Roads Board!
Goodbye 2020 and Hello 2021! Reflection of 2020 has left us all with
mixed emotions. What a year it was! I want to personally thank each of
you for all the hard work, information, helping hands, willingness to
jump in when needed, and for being there even if only via zoom meeting
or a phone call! It definitely makes this group a great thing to be a part
of and I am continually proud to be among such great people!

Shannan Kujawski, Regional
Manager and Business
Development at EBC Carpet
Services Corporation/milliCare.
“Having served for 18 amazing
years, I help design and
customize Commercial
Floorcare programs while
building valuable partnerships
within our network of Owners,
Facility and Property Managers.
Our customer designed
programs include maintaining
all flooring types from carpet to
concrete, deep cleaning of
textiles, and Enhanced Hygiene
Services.”

As we move into 2021, in full pandemic mode, it is ever clear that our
daily routines will be a revolving door of change and growth, nonetheless.
This is the year of changed thought, changed perceptions, the new New
to be evolved. I am so optimistic that together we will all be the change
necessary in making all things possible through our continued
engagement, mentoring of our peers, being advocates for each other,
and always showing our patience and gratitude for all we do and
accomplish together.
We are continuing to work hard to fill the void in tours/meetings that
cannot be attended due to current restrictions. If you have any
suggestions on meetings that would benefit you or may be of interest,
please let me or any of our board members know and we will do our best
to fit your request in our schedule.

Respectfully,

Shannan Kujawski
President, IFMA Hampton Roads Chapter
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What’s Been Happening at IFMA-HR

December: Virtual Ugly Mask and Sweater Happy Hour
We always have a great time when we gather, either in person or virtually! We did not think to take this screen shot
until the very end of our December 15, 2020 Ugly Mask and Sweater Virtual Happy Hour. And yes, that is a diaper Blake
is wearing as a mask! We hope you will join our next virtual social event!

January: Virtual Education Event – Parking Structure Restoration
On January 19, 2021, IFMA-HR Vice President and ECS Mid-Atlantic, LLC Structural Engineer Michael Sladki, P.E.,
provided IFMA with a webinar focused on Parking Garage Maintenance. As Mr. Sladki reminded the facilities managers
on the call, a parking structure is often both the first and last impression that a user/visitor to your site has. It is
important to maintain these hard-used structures, particularly because the primary structural elements are often
exposed to the environment and subject to more wear-and-tear than similar components in an office building, condo
building, or commercial facility. Mr. Sladki provided insights from his over 20 years of structural engineering experience
regarding best practices for maintaining a garage and tips and tricks to determine when a full-scale garage assessment
or repair project is needed. Mr. Sladki finished his presentation with practical guidance for facility managers and
provided a handy checklist based on ACI 362 for their use. IFMA-HR appreciated this opportunity to learn a bit about
parking structures, the challenges they face, and some best practices for their maintenance.
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Save the Dates of Upcoming Events
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Corporate Sponsorship

All Sponsorship information can
be found on our website, visit
www.ifma-hamptonroads.org
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Membership Information

Welcome New Members!
Andrew Augustine – SERVPRO of Norfolk/Portsmouth
Fran Holland – Cherry Carpet
Vernon Jackson – Suffolk Public Schools
Francis Lewis – JRC Mechanical
Dave Mazzeo – Winsted Control Consoles
Mariusz Mijal – HBA Architecture, Engineering & Interior Design
Tom Morris – HRSD
Sally Pfabe – IST Management
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Recommended Reading
During our December 2020 social, the folks at IFMA-HR got a little philosophical about the year that was ending, 2020,
and began to wax poetic about the coming year. The conversation turned to books we had read that year that we found
interesting or inspiring in one way or another. Listed below are three books that we are willing to vouch for and
recommend that you find some time to read this year.
The Dream Manager by Matthew Kelly – This book deals with a fictional company who is dealing with an epidemic of
employee desertions. In an effort to find out why employees are leaving, the company stumbles upon this concept of
being a dream manager. By implementing these ideas, the company leadership begins to encourage and support their
employees in pursuing their dreams, even going so far as to help them find jobs that are more suited to their
interests. In return, they establish a fierce culture of loyalty among the employees who realize that the company is on
their side and is advocating for their happiness and success.
Good to Great by Jim Collins – In this book, Jim studies several real-life examples of companies that were generally
doing “good” in comparison to their field and then suddenly made a transition and became “great”. He examines the
changes that these companies made during this transition and provides ideas for ways you can focus your firm on doing
those things that you truly excel at, in order to become “great”.
Know What You’re FOR by Jeff Henderson – In this book, Jeff tackles the challenge that the church faces in spreading its
message when all people hear is what the church is against. By shifting the focus away from condemnation and criticism
and instead focusing on those values that the church wants to expand and grow in others, Jeff provides advice that can
be applied to organizations, businesses, and families. In a world in which many people are known for what they stand
against, Jeff advises, be known instead for what you stand FOR!
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Sponsor Spotlight
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